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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to explore the ways in which the infamously
banned book The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn can be used in contemporary

society and, more importantly, in schools. Ever since Mark TWain wrote the
book, Huck Finn has received bombardments of criticism, both positive and
negative. Unfortunately, for the most part the negative criticism has made itself

more easily heard, causing the book to be banned from countless libraries and
public and private schools. Given the ill treatment of the book, this paper

will

argue that the race discussion inherent in Mark Twain's The Adventures

of Huckleberry Finn is a powerful source of learning and self-reflection. By
examining the content of the novel, arguments from critics on both sides, and
an educational classroom perspective of the novel, this paper will show that
Mark Twain's Huck Finn should not be dismissed or removed from public
education.
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The Adventures of Hucklebetry Finn, written by Mark Twain and
published in the year 1884, has captured the attention and focus of literary
critics for over a century now many of whom have spent years of their lives
devoted to the study of the book. Regarded as racist ffash by some and an
American masterpiece by others, the book is far from receiving unanimous
reviews in either direction, positive or negative. Because such controversy
surrounds the novel, many critics and parents of school children would argue
that it should be removed from school curriculums altogether; many of them
hold the view that the book is inherently racist and, in the view of some of the
more extreme critics, that Twain himself is racist. These critics and parents,
while being entitled to their own opinions, are taking The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn only at face value and have a rudimentary understanding
of the work as a whole. With a deeper look at the novel, it becomes clear that
Twain is employing a complex and subversive style of writing to tell the story
of Huck and Jim in order to shed light on the reality of slavery and racism in
America. Therefore, the book should be taught in school, both for its historical
insight and its importance within American literature.
To understand this book and all of its intricacies, it makes sense to begin
looking at Huck, the character from whom the reader gets the story. Huck is a
boy of about thirteen or fourteen years old who, although he has lived through
some hardship, is not a remarkable character in any way. He is empathetic
and warm-hearted at times, and fairly despicable at others. He can be either
the most clever trickster one has ever encountered or a foolish dunce that one
can only have pity on. Because of this conffasting nature, Huck sets himself
up as a perfect character for high school students to relate to; students will find
comfort in his intimacy, comedy, and his own realized fault and guilt throughout
the story. In the classroom setting, Huck is set up for criticism from students
who are more easily able to identift the inherent racism in Huck's words and
actions. While this certainly should not be expected from all students, as they

will come to the novel with varying degrees of knowledge

and understanding

of racism, an analysis of Huck can create a starting point for some students to
begin to explore their own words and actions regarding race.
In Mark Twain's description of the book as the collision of 'oa sound

heart and a deformed conscience," he was most certainly describing Huck
as well. Justin Kaplan, in his essay "Born to Trouble," further states that,
"Huck's 'deformed conscience'is the internalized voice of public opinion, of

a

conventional wisdom that found nothing wrong in the institution of slavery and
held as mortal sin any attempt to subvert it," (Kaplan 6). Twain uses Huck as an
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illustration of the general consciousness of the time period in order to convey
societally learned racial stereotypes and biases. While racism is not so explicit
with children and young adults in the contemporary U.S. as it was for Huck in
the 1830s, the thoughts and words of Huck can be fairly seen translated in the
subtler forms of racism today.

In his article "We Get Huck Finn all wrong..."Andrew Levy begins
with saying: "For anyone who wants to try to unravel the tangled knot that
ties modem Americans to their past, Mark TWain's Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn (1885) remains essential." Levy states that the moral of the story is not
simply related to interracial communication, but rather has to do withAmerican
culture as a whole (Levy). Twain illustrates that culture can move forward,
backwards, and sideways, and Huck is the medium through which the reader
captures or perceives that culture. Students can certainly learn more about
racism through Huck's character, however, they can also learn a lot about how
young people interact with and are shaped by their cultures.
Other critics, prominently Jane Smiley, have argued against this take on
Huck and see him not as a tool that Twain uses to depict racism and culture of
the time, but rather a characterization ofTwain's own racist desires. In her piece,

"Say it Ain't So, Huck: Second thoughts on Mark Twain's 'Masterpiece,"'
Smiley claims that both Huck and Twain himself do not treat Jim properly. She
writes, "Neither take Jim's desire for freedom at all seriously; that is, they do
not accord it the respect that a man's passion deseryes." While Smiley is likely
correct that Huck does not take Jim's desire for freedom seriously, she faits to

look at the novel through a historical perspective of slavery and racism which
are key factors in Jim's yearning for freedom not being taken seriously. In the
classroom, if students were given a story in which Jim miraculously escapes
slavery it would invalidate the injustices of slavery thus teaching students that
slavery and racism aren't thatbig of a deal, that people being treated as unequal

simply need to escape and find their own storybook happy ending like Jim did.
Smiley does a disservice to both the novel and to Twain by judging the work
by contemporary ethical standards and attributing Jim's plight to anything but
the reality of slavery and American culture in 1830's America. Furthermore,

by changing the focus of the novel to Twain's authorial intentions, Smiley
dismisses portions of the book that are critical in terms of educating students.

By dismissing Jim's plight as a byproduct of Twain's desires, Smiley tarnishes
the educational value of the book before it has even had a chance to teach.
While Jim's struggle is ultimately a fictional one, it is certainly not so different
than real slave narratives as to be dismissed as an authorial creation; for many
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students, Jim's escape from slavery is their first tangible experience with

American slavery and should thus be treated seriously. Jim's struggle should
be understood as a depiction of the hardships that many, if not all, American
slaves endured.

This reading of the text, exemplified by Jane Smiley, has largely
contributed to its being banned and removed from many schools. By taking
the text out ofperspective and not allowing it to be a standalone work of realist

fiction, critics erase many of the lessons that Huck, Jim, and other characters
can teach students. By placing Twain in the book, Smiley is asserting that
Huck's actions are simply an illustration of the author who is enacting his own
desires and biases through the work; this take on the text is not only inaccurate

but also entirely unproductive. If students were to approach fictional literature
in the way that Smiley approaches Huck Finn, they would be learning more
about the craft of creative writing than about the world and culture in which

they live.

According to David Smith, Twain's intentions are quite the opposite
than what Smiley perceives them to be. Smith writes in "From Huck, Jim, and
American Racial Discourse," that, "Tkain adopts a strategy of subversion in
his attack on race... [as] an implicit response to the Negrophobic climate of
the post-Reconstruction era. It is troubling, therefore, that so many readers
have completely misunderstood Twain's subtle attack on racism," (Krupat et
al. 318). Smith points out that many critics and readers alike, Smiley among
them, misinterpret what Twain is writing; they miss the details that sit just
under the surface of the novel that are the true indicators of what Twain is
saying about American culture and slavery. Teaching Huck Finn from Smith's
perspective provides an opportunity for students to critically engage the work to
find its real meaning. Although Huck is a very relatable character for students,
not everything he says and does will be agreeable to them, especially not in
the 21st century; students must critically engage Huck during their reading,
deciding for themselves where Huck is morally and socially lacking. Through
this ongoing process ofreconciling student values with those of Huck, students
not only learn about the culture that allowed American slavery to exist, but
also, through self-reflection, must figure out where they fit into the picture.

In further analysis of the topic of racism within the book, the character
of Jim, a black man who escapes slavery and travels with Huck, must be
understood through the entirety of the story. Much of the conversation around

Jim relates to the end of the story in particular, which has been called a failure
by a good number of critics, even those who would otherwise argue on the side
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of the book. "The conclusion, in short, is farce," Leo Marx writes in his essay,
"Mr. Eliot, Mr. Trilling, Huckleberry Finn." "The most serious motive in the
novel, Jim's yearning for freedom, is made the object of nonsense," (Krupat
et al. 313). Julius Lester adds to this in his work "Morality andAdventures of
Huckleberry Finn," by asserting that, "Jim is a plaything, on excuse for 'the
adventure of it,'to be used as it suits the fancies of the white folk... TWain
doesn't care about the lives the slaves actually lived," (Krupat et al. 315).
Yet again, these critics have mistakenly placed Twain in the work. There
was no happy and clean-cut ending for Jim, no satisfaction at having somehow

triumphed slavery

if you will. By concluding

the book in this way, TWain
was not botching the ending, but rather avoiding the appeasing of the reader's
desire for closure so that he could paint a realistic ending that was likely closer
to the real slave experience and the culture ofAmerica. What Marx and Lester
say is not false; Jim's freedom is most certainly not taken seriously, and he
is a plaything to many of the white folk in the story. Where these two critics
have gone astray, is in attributing these things to some sort of fault in Twain's
conclusion ofthe book. What is really at fault is the nature ofAmerican culture
and slavery during the time, both of which Twain represented in the most
realistic way possible, which explains the invalidation of Jim's struggle in the
end of the book. Smith writes that, "The book takes special note of ways in
which racism impinges upon the lives ofAfro-Americans, even when they are
legally 'free,"' (Krupat et al. 317).If TWain were to have written a flowery

happy ending for the novel, it would have justified Jim's struggles while
totally invalidating the lives of thousands of slaves. The truth is that there is
no realistic justification for the things that Jim went through, and any fictional
validation ofhis experience would be an invalidation of the experience ofmost
slaves who actually lived inAmerica atthe time. In the classroom, whether the
discipline be History or English, it would be quite dishonest to give students
a slave narrative which ended happily; while there was liberation for some, a
large majority of the slave experience was struggle and heartache. Freedom

from slavery was

exception to the average slave narrative, and students
should not be shielded from that reality.
a rare

As stated earlier, what makes The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn so
remarkably successful and yet controversial at the same time is Twain's use
of the subversive to get his real message across to the reader. This begins in
Twain's notice at the beginning of the book before the story has even started.
He writes:
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to find a motive in this narrative will be
prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be
banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot. By
Persons attempting

order of the author. (Krupat et al. 130)

By writing this in the first few pages ofthe book, Twain is tempting the reader to
do just what he has advised against. He has essentially told the reader that there
is indeed something important being said in this book, but he is not going to
openly reveal what it is. The reader and student are meant to explore the novel
on their own, to go along on the journey with Huck and Jim, and to figure out
what the novel is really saying. The critics who would dismiss Twain's work as
racist trash are missing what he is really saying through his use of racism in the
novel. Smith makes the point that, "Twain's strategy with racial stereotypes is

to elaborate them in order to undermine them." He poses a conversation about
a made-up riverboat accident between Huck and Aunt Sally as an example of
this elaboration: "[Aunt Sally] 'Good gracious! anybody hurt?' [Huck] 'No'm.

Killed a nigger.' [Aunt Sally] 'Well, it's lucky; because sometimes people do
get hurt,"'(Krupat et al. 319). Here and throughout the book, Twain employs
various examples of racial discourse to illustrate just how inferior blacks were
seen to be; he is using subversion to make a statement about the inhumanity

of racism and slavery. Scenes, such as the one listed above, are areas of vital
importance to students and teachers. While it is not explicitly stated, readers
can very easily assume that Aunt Sally does not perceive a black person as a
real and valuable human being. The racism here is inherent in her language and
can be picked up on with minimal critical examination, making

it

a teaching

moment for practically all students, regardless of their knowledge of racism.
Another example of Twain's subversive style of writing, the most
common and criticized example by far, is in his use of the word "nigger." The
word occurs over 200 times, which has caused many readers to reject the novel
altogether. However, Twain is using it in this number very intentionally. "If
we attend closely to Twain's use of the wordo" Smith writes, "we may find in it
not just a trigger to outrage but, more important, a means of understanding the
precise nature ofAmerican racism and Mark Twain's attack on

it," (Krupat

et

al.3 18). He goes on to explain that Twain's use ofthe word "nigger," while being

used synonymously with slave, is meant to shine light on the objectification of
the person of color. As certain phrases such as "Miss Watson's big nigger,

named Jim," or "nigger stealer," indicate, the term designates "an item of
property: a commodity, u slave," (Krupat et al. 318). By Twain's frequent use
of the word, he is bringing this objectification to the surface.
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This discussion ofTwain's use ofthe word "nigger" is not only important
terms of understanding the novel, but has also played a crucial role in

deciding whether the novel should be taught as a part of a school curriculum.
Many schools have not only removed the work from their curriculum, but

it altogether. The "Huck Finn Teachers Guide" from PBS states
that the book has been removed from school reading lists in schools ranging
have banned

from Texas to Pennsylvania, ironically including the Mark Twain Intermediate
School in Virginia. PBS also states that even public libraries continue to deal

with requests that the novel be taken off the shelves. This is due to Twain's
portrayal of racism throughout the novel, which has been declared unfit for
children by a great number of organizations and professionals alike.
Toni Morrison, in her essay "Introduction to Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn," talks about her re-reading of the novel after she had heard that so many
people were demanding it be taken off of library shelves and removed from
schools. After reading the book again, she asserted that, "These efforts were
based... on a niurow notion of how to handle the offense Mark Twain's use of
the term 'nigger'would occasion for black students and the corrosive effect it
would have on white ones," (Morrison 1). She further compares this solution
to amputating the problem entirely and simply putting a Band-Aid over it. "It
struck me as a purist yet elementary kind of censorship," she writes, "designed
to appease adults rather than educate children," (Morrison l). According to the
American Library Association (ALA), Morrison is correct: from 1990-1999,
Huck Finn was the fifth most challenged book in the country and over half of
these challenges were initiated by parents of students.3,42l challenges (nearly
55%) came from parents while only 169 challenges (less than3%) came from
teachers, which is striking considering that educators can be generally assumed

to have the most comprehensive understanding of class material. Furthermore,

from 1990-1999, books were challenged for racism only 243 times which is a
meagre 3% of the over 8,000 challenges during the time (ALA); this suggests
that the racism in the book was not necessarily the issue. Rather, the term
"nigger" was perceived as offensive language-with this reason being cited for
1,259 (15%) ofthe challenges
What Morrison andALA statistics seem to be indicating is that the topics
of American slavery and racism as dealt with in Huckleberry Finn should
not be removed from schools on the basis that the topics may make students
uncomfortable. The removal ofTwain's novel from schools and libraries seems
more to be an effort to sweep certain realities of our country's history under
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the rug than an effort to give children a better academic experience. Morrison

coffidently concludes her essay with the following:

For a hundred years, the argument that this novel is has been
identifled, reidentified, examined, waged and advanced. What it
cannot be is dismissed. It is classic literature, which is to say it
heaves, manifests and lasts. (Morrison 1)
Morrison understands that the dismissal of Twain's novel would mean the
dismissal of the examination of racism and slavery that the novel demands.
Racism is still very much alive in America, and by keeping Twain's book
around in libraries and classrooms alike, it is more likely that we will continue
to move away from the racism depicted in Twain's work as opposed to
returning to it. Students in particular will benefit from the literary experience
because they

will feel uncomfortable knowing that the culture presented in the

story is backwards by contemporary standards, reinforcing in them the values

of equality and diversity.
In further support of keeping Twain's book around, particularly in the
classroom, the Southern Poverty Law Center currently has a project titled
Teaching Tolerance which includes the article, "Teaching Huck Finn Without
Regret." The article, written by Webb Harris Jr. who taught high school
American Literature in central Florida, sheds light on what an actual application
of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn in the classroom can produce. Harris

writes that before teaching the novel, he was warned not to do so repeatedly
by one of his veteran colleagues who alerted him that "embarrassment, offense
and anger were inevitable," (Harris 1). Harris was told that sooner or later he
would get himself into trouble with an upset student or parent for his teaching
of the book. Nonetheless, Harris went ahead and taught it. "In the five years

I taught American literature, from

1994

to 1999," Harris writes, "my

class's

study of Huck Finn was always, by far, the most enjoyably authentic reading
experience of the school year," (Harris 1). Harris points out that Twain's book

is a staple of American literature as well as American history and that its
rarity lies in its ability to capture students' attention through humor while also
confronting serious issues that are still relevant today.
In his article, Harris also shares what he believes is necessary for a
productive teaching of the novel. "Students must be allowed to enjoy the book
as rollickingly realistic fiction," he says. "When the novel is delivered simply
as a vehicle for preaching the evils of racism, it is reduced to propaganda.
American students never have shown, nor ever will show, a hearty interest
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in party-line propaganda," (Harris l). Hanis believes that students should
be allowed to enjoy the novel fully, and says that the comedy of it is what
allows students to get through it. When those serious episodes of the novel do
come up, those are the times for class discussion and reflection, which Harris
describes as o'the final arena wherein real learning

will take

place."

Harris

expresses a deep trust in his students to think for themselves and lets them pick

up on the racial discourse and stereotypes in the novel first on their own before
he tells them what they should be seeing and how they should be reading it.

Even if this approach were not to work as well as it did for Harris, at the
very least a classroom reading of Twain's novel forces critical conversations
between students and teachers around American culfure, racism, and slavery

which are still very relevant today.

Mark Twain's novel The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is currently,

it and against
it. This is inevitable when dealing with a topic like racism, especially in the
and may forever be, surrounded by criticism that argues both for

bold yet subversive way that Twain confronts it. While some critics may claim
the novel to be complete trash, the stronger arguments generally lie within
the criticism of those who would champion the work. Twain was particular in

his construction of the novel, and intentional in how he confronted American
culture and racial discourse of the time. Those who would dismiss Twain by

claiming he is simply acting out his own racism through the novel are not
reading closely enough. What really matters about this novel is that in one way

or another, it does cause every reader and student to come face-to-face with
American slavery and racism-a critical part of our history as a countryand form their own thoughts and opinions on the matter. The novel should be
taught in schools across the country as it allows students a chance to think
critically and discuss with each other a topic that still has relevance today. In an
echoing of Toni Morrison, what The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn cannot
be is dismissed.
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